
Hands-On: Fire a Flintlock Musket Fire live rounds at a target from two different reproduction 18th-century flintlock firearms used during the Revolutionary War. Williamsburg Lodge 3:00 – 3:30

11:30 & 1:30 (STARTING JAN. 15) Presentation: Midwinter Stories Celebrate American Indian life and culture through stories and traditions.
Governor’s Palace East Advance 11:30 – 11:45 & 1:30 – 1:45, EVERY 15 MIN. Presentation: Midwinter Stories Military Programs staff will demonstrate the loading and firing of the musket. Experience the sounds and smells of a soldier experienced during the Revolution.
Museum Yard 11:30 Tour: Art Museums Overview Join us on a 20-minute guided tour and enjoy some museum favorites.
Art Museums 12:00 (11:45, 12:45, 2:45, 2:45, STARTING FEB. 12) Presentation: Order in the Court After a short exploration of the Courthouse and its surroundings, participate in a local court session where lives, liberties, and property are contested.
Courthouse 3:00 (FEB. 1, 11, 14, & MAR. 3) Performance: All Things Are Possible Washington reflects on her life in the public eye and how her friendship with Mrs. Adams has shaped the role of the president’s wife.
Art Museums – Hennage Auditorium 11:30 Hands-On: Fire a Flintlock Musket Fire live rounds at a target from two different reproduction 18th-century flintlock firearms used during the Revolutionary War. Williamsburg Lodge 3:00 – 3:30

11:30 – 1:30 & 1:45, EVERY 15 MIN. Presentation: Midwinter Stories Military Programs staff will demonstrate the loading and firing of the musket. Experience the sounds and smells of a soldier experienced during the Revolution.
Museum Yard 11:30 Tour: Art Museums Overview Join us on a 20-minute guided tour and enjoy some museum favorites.
Art Museums 12:30 (11:45, 12:45, 2:00, & 2:45, STARTING FEB. 14) Presentation: Order in the Court After a short exploration of the Courthouse and its surroundings, participate in a local court session where lives, liberties, and property are contested.
Tue, Courthouse 3:00 (FEBRUARY) Performance: A Taste of Freedom This performance tells the story of American Wester’s journey to freedom during the Civil War. Developed to commemorate.
Art Museums – Hennage Auditorium 11:30 Museum Discoveries: Pop-Up Archaeology!

Stop by the Art Museums for a special pop-up exhibition of recent finds from Custis Square, along with artifacts from some of Colonial Williamsburg’s most iconic sites.
Art Museums 11:30 (FEB. 12, 11:45, 2:45, 2:45, STARTING FEB. 12) Presentation: Order in the Court After a short exploration of the Courthouse and its surroundings, participate in a local court session where lives, liberties, and property are contested.
Courthouse 2:00 – 4:00 Museum Discoveries: Pop-Up Archaeology!

Stop by the Art Museums for a special pop-up exhibition of recent finds from Custis Square, along with artifacts from some of Colonial Williamsburg’s most iconic sites.
Art Museums 3:30 (FEBRUARY) Performance: My Story; My Voice An actor from the Costume Shop portrays a 18th-century person, then hears from the actor on how they discovered and brought to life the voices from other actors.
Art Museums – Hennage Auditorium 3:30 (FEBRUARY) Performance: My Dear Madam Mrs. Washington reflects on her life in the public eye and how her friendship with Mrs. Adams has shaped the role of the president’s wife.
Art Museums – Hennage Auditorium 3:30 (FEBRUARY) Performance: My Story; My Voice An actor on how they discovered and brought to life the voices from other actors.
Art Museums – Hennage Auditorium SPECIAL EVENTS

February 17 & 18 | 7:30 – 9:00 An Evening with the Presidents

Join George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison this Presidents’ Day weekend for a special evening event. The Presidents will discuss their administrations navigated partisan, factional and the various challenges that differentiated America during their times. Recognizing that throughout our history, the United States has been a nation divided politically with different opinions and points of view in our infancy as it is today.
Art Museums – Hennage Auditorium 10:00 – 12:00

February 19 & 18 | 10:00 – 12:00 Salute to the Presidents

Join the Festival of the Presidents with the delivery of the Flags & Drums of Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia State Garrison Regiment, and Nation Builders Washington and Jefferson. This commemoration will recognize those citizens who have served in the office of the President of the United States over the centuries and the states of their birth.
Market Square North (behind Courthouse) 12:00 – 3:00

As a private, not-for-profit organization, your admission ticket directly benefits The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, advancing our preservation, educational, and civic engagement objectives and supporting our mission: That the future may learn from the past.

For more information visit: www.colonialwilliamsburg.org
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